
D O  W H AT  YO U  C A N ,  
W I T H  W H AT  YO U  H AV E ,  
W H E R E  YO U  A R E .

T  RO O S E V E LT

I N T RO D U C T I O N 

Why is landscape photography so difficult? Why are your shots so 
disappointing? And how can you improve quickly and efficiently?
 I spent most of my professional life as a studio photographer, 
shooting families and flowers. When I started shooting gardens 
my eyes were opened to the joys of outdoor photography. It took 
me a lot of trial and error, and months of pain to translate what I 
knew about tabletop-scale photography to a canvas that starts 
at your feet and doesn’t stop until it reaches the horizon. I have 
condensed everything I learned and put it into this book. 
 The  principles of good composition and working with light are 
the same whatever the genre of photography. It’s just that with 
landscape photography everything is on an epic scale – and one 
over which you have no control. With indoor photography you can 
reach out and change the position of your subject when it is not 
quite right. But you can’t reach out and move a mountain. 
 With studio photography you are in control of the light at all 
times – the strength, quality and direction can be tweaked at will. 
With the best will in the world you can’t make the sun come up 
earlier or move a cloud out of the way when you are outdoors. 
 This is why landscape photography is the most frustrating 
and the most rewarding genre of photography. Frustrating, 
because everything you are working with is beyond your control 
pretty much the entire time. Rewarding, because when it all 
comes together it is worth it – you’ve put in more hours, had more 
failed shots and waited for the sun for longer than any studio 
photographer ever has to. 

H O W  T O  U S E  T H I S  B O O K

Landscape photography is hard work. Really hard. This book 
takes the guesswork out of your journey. Part 1 covers the more 
technical and general aspects of landscape photography, and 
Part 2 goes into more detail about specific subjects within the 
genre. I will tell you the best settings to start with for a particular 
situation, how to find interesting light, and how to compose your 
image. But you will only make progress if you get out and try it. 
 So settle down and read through all the advice I have for you. 
Learn from my mistakes. Pick up my good ideas. And then pack up 
your camera, some spare socks, a spirit of adventure and  
head outside.
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For more resources visit 
EmmaDaviesPhotography.
com/landscape-links for 
links to recommended 
suppliers, details of the 
Facebook group, a map 
marking the locations of 
all the shots in this book, 
free downloads and plenty 
of extra information that 
won’t fit into the book.
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PA R T  1 

1  W H Y  I S  L A N DSC A PE  
PH OTO G R A PH Y  S U C H  
A  C H A L L E N G E ?

There is nowhere to hide with landscape photography. It is a genre 
that can make you feel strangely vulnerable: you are faced with 
a vista stretching from your feet to the horizon, and you have to 
choose the one place to stand out of an infinite number of choices 
that will give you the shot you want. Faced with this overwhelming 
choice, no wonder most people stay in the car and pop a quick 
shot out of the window.
 If you’ve already had a go at shooting a view, you might have 
been very disappointed that the photo looked nothing like you 
hoped. Maybe the sky was blown out, or the distant mountains 
much smaller than you remembered. There might be a massive 
shadow that you hadn’t noticed, or a field in the way that you 
can’t crop out. Or possibly it was just a case that it was vaguely 
disappointing and you can’t quite work out why. 
 This is the thing with landscape photography: you can’t just 
turn up on day one and get a great shot. Not unless you are very, 
very lucky. You certainly won’t be able to do it twice. You either 
need to research your location in advance, or you need to have  
a bank of experience behind you so you know what will make an 
epic shot in the moment. 
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Bottom left: 
Blown-out sky 
Bottom right: 
Disappointingly small 
subject - far too much 
foreground and not  
enough mountain

ISO100, f13, 0.4 sec
5DIV, 24mm tilt shift

A note on captions:

The cameras I used to take the shots in this book are 

indicated in the captions in the following format:

Canon 6D: “6D”

Fuji X-T1: “X-T1”

Canon 5D Mark IV: “5DIV”

The X-T1 has a cropped sensor, and the actual lenses used 

are described, not the full frame equivalents. All shots 

(except for phone shots) were taken using a tripod unless 

“handheld” is indicated.
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With landscape photography, it’s not enough just to understand a 
bit about depth of field and know a few principles of composition. 
There are three areas you need complete mastery of:

1. You need to know your kit inside out
You will be working in challenging conditions. Shooting on a mild, 
sunny day, around lunchtime, close to a cafe and after a great 
night’s sleep are rarely the conditions under which a legendary 
landscape is shot. It’s more likely that you’ll be battling a high 
wind with horizontal rain. If it’s not actually pitch dark, the light 
will be changing fast. And if you’ve not left a vital piece of kit in the 
car, your hands will be freezing or your glasses will be misting up. 
Outdoor photography is not a walk in the park. 
 And what happens when the gods of landscape photography 
smile on you and give you that perfect break in the clouds, a 
momentary lifting of the rain or a wave about to break just where 
you want it? Will you be ready to shoot? Will you know which 
settings you need to change in the twenty second window you’ve 
got? Landscape photography is mostly planning, with the need for 
split-second decisions at the very last minute.
 Your brain just won’t want to start going back to basics in 
the field (or you simply won’t have time). It’s no good trying to 
remember which aperture gives a small depth of field just before 
you want to take your photo. Or what happens to shutter speed 
if you increase your ISO. There are certain things that need to 
become instinctive: you need to be able to change the controls  
on your camera without looking, you need to know how each of 
your lenses will reproduce the scene and you need to have an 
effortless understanding of aperture, shutter speed, ISO, and  
the way they interact.

2.   You need to understand how light behaves as if you’ve lived 
together for forty years

Light is what makes or breaks a landscape photograph. Eighty 
percent of disappointing photographs are caused by dull midday 
light. I’m not saying you can only shoot in the hour before dawn, 
but I am saying you will probably only get your epic shots when the 
light is doing something magical. It might be glancing through a 
light shower of rain, it might be falling exactly on the side of hill in 
the distance, or it might indeed be bathing your whole scene in a 
pre-dawn glow. 
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3.  You need to put your ego to one side and start composing 
from the ground up

I don’t mean this in a critical way. I just mean that your ego, the bit 
of yourself that does all the talking, doesn’t know as much as it 
thinks it does. To take great landscape photographs you will need 
to undo some things your ego thinks it knows. You will need to 
take a few photos that aren’t as good as you know you can take, 
while you experiment with a couple of new ideas. 
 Be prepared to learn through your mistakes, to embrace 
disappointing images, and to try anything once. Composing a 
landscape shot is akin to spinning plates. If you take your eye off 
one part of the image to fix a different part, the first part starts 
to go wrong. You move slightly to get a couple of trees exactly 
where you want them only to find a parked car is now in the shot. 
You duck down a bit to screen the car behind a hedge and you lose 
the winding stream in the foreground. The only way to learn to 
compose outdoors is to try it. Try a shot. Look at it honestly – tell 
that ego to pipe down – and then try and take a better one. Fix one 
thing but keep an eye on what else changes. Very soon you’ll find 
that your brain is more in touch with your eyes and you will start to 
anticipate what effect small changes will have on the whole image. 
You’ll quickly learn to assess a scene and pick a better viewpoint 
right from the start. 
 The next few chapters will take you through these three 
topics in more detail. And then in Part 2, there are detailed 
descriptions of what settings you will need to remember when you 
are shooting particular landscape subjects. 

Left: 
I had four minutes from 
when this rainbow appeared  
near Brough Bay in Scotland 
to when it vanished for 
good. I was on my way back 
to my car when I looked over 
my shoulder. Never have  
I been more grateful that  
I hadn’t packed up my kit.  
I needed to decide aperture, 
shutter speed, ISO and 
focus point in a matter of 
seconds - it all had to be 
instinctive as there was  
no time to start 
thinking things through.                          
6D, 11-24mm at 18mm. 

ISO100, f8, 1/160th.
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N OT E S
Before you set off into the wilderness, consider these questions:

W H AT  W I L L  YO U R  I M PAC T  B E ? 
Will you disturb wildlife, local residents or other visitors? (If you 
send a drone up, the answer is probably, “Yes”.)  Have you parked 
considerately? Will you leave any trace?

W H Y  A R E  YO U  T H E R E ?
There is no right or wrong reason to take landscape photos, but if 
you can address the question of why you want to take the photo 
you’re about to take, it will be a more meaningful image. 

A R E  YO U  C O M PA R I N G  YO U R S E L F ?
If you find yourself envious of another photographer’s work, or 
becoming competitive in an unhelpful way, you may find your 
photography deteriorates. A negative mindset is not the most 
creative. Remind yourself it’s your journey, not anyone else’s.  
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